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 A CLARION CALL FOR CONTINUITY AMONG DIASPORA ASSOCIATIONS 

By Lear Matthews 

Despite the surge in popularity of Caribbean Diaspora Associations and the 
reminiscent jollification they entertain at fund raising events/reunions, there 
appears to be a serious problem of recruiting new members. This situation, which 
warrants a timely assessment, has emerged with regards to rank and file 
membership, as well as leadership/executive positions. 

This writer and other former and current members of one such organization have 
lamented over this issue. Particular difficulty is encountered in efforts to increase 
financial membership, and engaging more recent immigrants/graduates. The 
problem has become endemic to various non-profit transnational organizations.  
Such an observation led to research on the topic, within the context of the 
unprecedented increase of HTAs - Hometown Associations (e.g. High School 
Alumni, village, cultural, professional, charity, religious, political groups) among 
Guyanese immigrants in North America.    

These Associations, a collective prototype in the Caribbean immigrant experience, 
have become an integral part of a transnational lifestyle, a vibrant subculture, a 
network that seeks to sustain a country-of-origin connection and identity, and a 
prominent contributor to infrastructural development in the homeland. 
Commonalities among them are both encouraging and disconcerting.  

Members tend to be a core group committed to maintaining ties with the home 
country.  At the helm are dedicated volunteers, despite personal and occupational 
commitments.  However, the findings have caused some anxiety. Executive 
membership generally represents a particular era, potentially limiting 
inclusiveness and longevity of service. Elected officers tend to rotate within the 
same positions for many terms. This trend highlights a curious paradox.  On the 
one hand, some argue that it is difficult to recruit new members, partly because 
of the poor attendance at Annual General Meetings, where office elections are 
held.  On the other hand, some executive members are resistant to what they 
view as handing over the reins to inexperience recruits, who may not be as 
committed.  Nevertheless, many office-bearers complain that “dey weary” and 
would like to retire. The burden of responsibility becomes increasingly challenging 
for seniors, creating an onerous dilemma.  
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There is ample, though fluctuating support of fund raising events by friends and 
well-wishers, and no shortage of unfulfilled promises to become “involved.” It has 
been reported that some groups have become so complacent that executive 
meetings morph into informal “gyaff” or routine planning for a specific event with 
no substantive discussion or plans for the future sustenance of the organization.  
Attempts to form a Consortium of Associations with shared goals have failed, 
although there is generally mutual support of their respective public events.  
Invariably, differences in leadership style, ideology, and attempts to personalize 
or territorialize organizational positions have caused conflict and divisions.  As a 
result, the mission is at risk of being compromised.   

Motivated by similar cultural bonds and interests as the established HTAs, groups 
of younger immigrants have been creating their own informal collectives. While 
some view this as an opportunity for collaboration and continuity, others express 
concern about competition, misrepresentation and duplicity. 

A Call to Action: 

An effective strategy ought to be developed to ensure the survival of these 
organizations.  Supporting fund raising events is important, but not sufficient for 
realizing sustainable goals. The transnational relationship should not be 
characterized by total dependency on HTAs for resources and sustenance. 
Likewise, there must be confidence and mutual respect between HTAs and home-
based officials in their respective ability to execute plans. Both entities must be 
clear about their role and responsibilities. It is essential to have dependable, 
committed counterparts in the home country to expedite projects. They should 
be purposeful in accomplishing tasks and timely in communicating their needs, in 
order to achieve a common objective.  

Augmenting a transitional process through training and modeling for generational 
continuity is urgent. This also avoids operational stagnation in times of personnel 
gaps/crises.  Procedures should be instituted for orientation and participation of 
newly arrived immigrants/graduates, in which information about the 
organizations is disseminated. 

There must be a strengthening of commitment and resolve to build stronger 
cohesion, reaching out to potential members through skillfully designed 
recruitment welcoming new energy and leadership. Owing to the voluntary 
nature of these associations, incentives to join must be carefully assessed. In the 
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case of Alumni Chapters, encouraging recent graduates to maintain connection 
with their alma mater is essential. Creating or expanding an “associate member” 
category is also helpful.  

A comprehensive program should be established by HTAs whereby strategic, 
planned procedures are adopted.  This would guarantee chartered processes for 
these organizations’ successes while avoiding past mistakes, resulting in their 
evolvement into progressive entities. Collaboration between emerging and 
established groups is a vital force by which to execute the common goal of mutual 
support within the Diaspora. 

Furthermore, utilizing new technologies to effectively navigate the changing 
socio-cultural environment would help to overcome barriers and function at a 
high level of efficiency. This is likely to attract the younger generation, one key to 
organizational and cultural continuity, which can be further promoted by 
sponsoring scholarships and regularly displaying their talents at various HTA 
events.  

Holding events which benefit the community of residence (i.e. the host society) is 
economically and politically astute. This helps with branding, visibility and 
corporate sponsorship. The organizations must also exhibit transparency through 
regular progress/financial reports (using the Internet), which precludes the 
perception of clandestine motives and benefits. Members must be aware that 
although not always in a formal capacity, they “represent” the organization at 
every forum attended, and “perception” of the public often matters. 

Customs (duty-free) exemptions must be handled expeditiously since the 
authenticity of some HTAs’ requests has been questioned in the home country.  
Acquiring and maintaining “non-profit status” in the host society is also 
significant.  Reportedly, some New York- based Guyanese Associations have been 
less than vigilant regarding the currency of their “501 c 3” State Certification, 
which resulted in the loss of operating rights. This has disrupted years of hard 
work, which must not be in vain – their purpose is too important.   

In conclusion, as purveyors of cultural heritage and development in the Diaspora 
we must accept the challenge to prevent the dissolution of HTAs and think of 
contingencies. We need foot soldiers to perpetuate a culture of collaboration, 
traditional values and progress.  Hopefully, the above-mentioned concerns and 
possible solutions will stimulate discussion and positive change.  Failure to 
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respond imminently would be to the chagrin of the founders of these valued 
associations, and ultimately the present and future benefactors at home and 
abroad.  This vital “Bridgin” mechanism must not be depleted. 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


